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Quick review of 2002: The Bomb of the Month Club 
Below I have listed the monthly bombs and written some quick comments on 
their possible implications for the hedge fund industry.  
 
January: Kmart and Global Crossing helped bring defaults to record levels. This 
accelerated the “leave America” trend that will persist for some time in hedge 
funds.  
February: Lipper Fund collapsed as convertible bond floors disintegrated. This 
began another round of fear of complex hedge fund strategies that will stay 
around for 1-2 years.  
March: Distressed spreads began to fall apart and it became clear that money 
would temporarily leave the credit markets. This began a trend to redeem from 
credit based strategies that will not reverse for another year.  
April: Pathetic earnings caused stocks to collapse and people finally began to 
give up on earnings as a source of rebound in stocks. Redemptions hit long 
biased hedge funds while short sellers pulled in money. Short sellers now rank 
as the highest percentage ever in the surveys of fund of funds. They also rank as 
the most desirable add to a portfolio.  
May: Adelphia blew up and accelerated a long term trend toward focus on 
management and governance. This spread to governance of hedge funds 
themselves generating a permanent change in hedge fund governance.  
June:  WorldCom collapsed and produced the worst ever month in high yield 
spreads. This accelerated the trend for hedge funds to launch new distressed 
funds or to add to existing risk.  
July: The VIX hit 50 and intra day reached one of its highest peaks ever. Funds 
that were short volatility directly or by implication began to blow up. Mark to 
market levels became suspect in many funds and it will take another year to 
insure the market has found all the miss marked portfolios.  
August: Beacon Hill fund collapses along with several others. Rumors 
immediately hit of lawsuits against the public companies sponsoring some of 
these funds. Transparency trends accelerated.  
September: Brazil hits the news and general fear spreads of another major fund 
blow up like LTCM. The hedge fund industry carried record levels of cash and 
liquidity.  
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October: A short squeeze in stocks that were popular shorts makes many funds 
have a terrible month while overall averages rose. Questions begin to float about 
the benefits of being in hedge funds at all.  
November: High yield and distressed recover from the widest spreads ever as a 
percentage of treasuries. Investors continue the trend of putting money into funds 
benefiting from falling interest rates.  
December: The industry fund of funds average ends the year with negative 
results.  Closings of hedge funds hit record levels absolutely and as a percentage 
of funds in the market. The trend to closing funds is just beginning. Perhaps 
December brought the biggest bomb of all as legislation was introduced again to 
eliminate the performance deferral in offshore hedge funds. Certainly there is a 
trend toward scrutiny of hedge funds that is here to stay.  
 
Wolf’s results: No left tail negative alpha. A year like 2002 is a year to stay out 
of trouble and produce results for clients by having no left tails on the 
performance distribution. We accomplished this objective. On a gross basis, 
every fund we managed the full year in every share class finished the year up 
and ahead of the industry. This was due to a very strong November/December. 
One fund we leveraged starting in July finished net down due to poorly timed 
leverage on July 1. As luck would have it, this is the fund that contains the most 
of my personal money. All other funds were up on a net basis. We had no hedge 
fund problems of note. We were not involved in any of the funds that closed or 
that blew up. The funds we invested in that lost money were largely long the 
market and had a good reason for the loss.  
 
Our view to remain involved in credit was correct with our net results far 
outpacing the industry overall. Our best underlying credit fund was up 30% and 
our worst was down 8%. We had an outstanding year in convertibles and even a 
respectable year in high yield, capital structure arbitrage, and distressed.  
 
Emerging markets arbitrage was a top performer but we were simply wrong all 
year in our view to stay out of emerging equities while war was pending. Even 
though the emerging market equity indices were down big, emerging market 
equity funds on balance made money in Eastern Europe and we missed it.  
 
Our market neutral results were positive but nothing stellar. Fixed income 
produced solid returns. We made money in statistical arbitrage. We did not have 
a good CTA year. Our portfolio was too concentrated in longer term systems that 
had some signal generation misses. We also did not have a good macro year 
due primarily to continued concentration in systematic macros whose systems 
are based on economic fundamentals. These fundamentals broke down and 
produced a drag on our results. Fortunately, these were small investments.  
 
Our 25 equity managers did well on balance. This was partially due to aggressive 
firing of managers early in the year. Absent leverage the pool made 6% gross in 
an environment where the average fund fell 4%. Our best managers finished the 
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year up 25% and were beta short throughout the year.  We wish we had stayed 
out of healthcare. This represented about 5% of holdings and 4 of 4 managers 
lost money.  
 
As we finish this year review, we are relatively optimistic that 2003 will be a better 
year for the industry and for our funds. This is partially due to a strong January in 
most of our funds with 85% of all our managers showing positive results. Our 
problem child fund of funds that was down in 2003 is up 5% in January on a base 
of 24 managers. We have a very strong list of managers going into the year.  
 
Looking ahead to 2003: A year like 2003 is a year to kick up risk and focus on 
producing strong numbers on 90% of the portfolio while having no managers 
taking enough risk to make 40%. This is not a year to have huge net market 
exposures that can make or break the year.  
 
I have taken the time to read all the year end review notes of the hundreds of 
hedge funds we follow in Wolf. I must say I don’t find people are writing with 
much clarity or conviction. For a fund of funds, the clear message seems to be 
that it is important to notice the lack of any clear trend. It is important to be in 
strategies that can benefit from sideways chaos.  
 
If I step back from the current market and look back at the last 8 years in hedge 
funds, I can say that in breaks into two clear parts. From 1995 to 1999 all fund of 
funds that did well concentrated in equities and funds with a long bias. A heavy 
concentration in trend following CTA’s was beneficial and the arbitrage space 
was dominated by bull strategies like merger. The period from 2000 to 2003 is 
dominated by excellent performance of bear biased equity hedge funds. 
Arbitrage funds with no net beta and long bias in fixed income did well. Macros 
performed well in an environment where economic change was causing currency 
and fixed income to move. I believe we are now entering the four year period of 
reconciliation of the prior two trends. In the big picture, bubble markets result in 
periods of long term consolidation and hedge funds are not excluded from this 
process. If this assessment is correct, it has clear implications for selecting the 
strategies that can dominate in the next four years. Some of these implications 
are listed below: 
 

1. A fund of funds should stop caring about which way the market is going in 
fixed income, equities, currencies, and commodities. It should stay highly 
focused on staying fully invested and fully leveraged in funds that have 
high Alpha potential. Some will say this is always the case, but any 
serious attribution analysis of fund of funds will show the last 8 years were 
driven by getting markets right at the fund of funds level. Simply stated if 
the markets are up or down less than 10% in total rate of return, a great 
hedge fund can make money without calling markets correctly. The 
highest probability case is that markets will move less than 10% either 
way year on year in the coming period.  
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2. One has to question the sanity of having any significant net beta exposure 
for the next four years. Funds with high net exposures long or short may 
just get chopped up trying to call the market or by having their stops hit. 
Essentially all market timers are suspect especially if their strategy is long 
term focused. If we look at today’s market, it is far more likely that money 
can be made in valuation differences. There are many valuation disparities 
that are at all time highs.   

3. A fund of funds should focus on the main sources of alpha apparent in a 
sideways chaotic environment while selecting from the world’s best talent. 
These sources of alpha are payments for taking risk, not free money. 
Today’s most obvious source of alpha is leverage. With hedge fund 
borrowing rates at 2% and a probability of making 8% net this year above 
90%, everyone who can stomach the risk of leverage should do so. So the 
entire focus should be on funds that are leveraged in the form of a balance 
sheet above 1.0. Fully half the funds we see are still at less than 1.0x 
leverage.  A second source of alpha is complexity risk. When funds close 
or blow up it creates a complexity premium. Hedge funds with multiple 
ways to make money in complex securities will benefit from the general 
chaos. Funds that are long some markets, short other markets, taking 
volatility risk, and taking currency risk will on average outperform those 
taking a single kind of risk in an environment absent trends. A third source 
of alpha is turnover. If trends are short it follows that more turnover is 
better than less turnover. Obviously we refer to counter trend turnover and 
not turnover from hitting tight stops. A fourth source of alpha is liquidity 
risk. The most obvious source of this is credit risk but it also applies to 
markets like emerging markets that are on average less liquid. This brings 
us to the specifics of the market strategies we normally cover in light of 
these four sources of alpha.  

 
 
Convertible Bond Arbitrage: Convertibles benefit from all four sources of alpha 
above. It will be a great year in convertibles and especially so for those funds 
where credit risk dominates volatility risk. We are heavily weighted here. 
 
Distressed Securities: Distressed benefits from liquidity and complexity risk. 
Capital structure arbitrage in this space benefits from all four risks. We are 
overweight in both.  
 
Emerging Markets: Emerging markets benefits from four sources of alpha in 
fixed income but only two in equities. We have a high weighting in fixed income. I 
still cannot enter the equity side in larger size until I see the extent of the war. We 
are involved in China and non-developed Asia but not South America or Eastern 
Europe.  
 
Equity Hedge US: Every significant holding in our US book has a large balance 
sheet, high turnover, complex markets, companies in trouble, or some 
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combination of the four. We have said we had a problem year last year in 
healthcare. If we are correct that the healthcare indices will be within a 10% band 
up or down. The key is to be invested with a healthcare fund that is making 
significant alpha being involved in more complex stories in the space. A good 
example is biotech. These companies have poorer liquidity and a great stock 
picker can pick his way through these stories.  
 
Another example is a fund focused on value stories with a high turnover trading 
strategy layered on top. This fund has 10-20 times turnover and can “fund” its 
investments in deeper discount value stories with less liquidity.  
 
Another focus is funds with commodity exposure. Commodity based equities are 
moving quite a lot in price and presenting opportunities. One of our largest 
holdings is an equity hedge fund that has a commodity driven strategy.  
 
Equity Hedge Europe: Our strategy is changing as it is widely known that our 
largest holding in Europe the last three years has been Lazard European 
Opportunities. The fund fit our paradigm above operating a high balance sheet 
long and short with relatively high turnover. The fund invested in complex tech 
companies. Its net market exposure was relatively high on a beta adjusted basis 
and we are searching for a fund with lower net beta. We remain highly committed 
to the former manager’s new efforts in keeping with our standard paradigm of 
investing with great talent focused on the right style for the time. 
 
We have spent a lot of time on the European fund list recently. As indicated in 
previous market commentaries, it is amazing how hard it is to find fund managers 
that fit our paradigm in Europe. Most have small balance sheets under 70%. 
Most have little real shorting power. Very few know how to trade options with a 
high level of skill. The best names in the group have too many assets and are so 
under invested we know they won’t meet our targets. In fact if we take the 
balance sheets of the four best “usual suspect” funds and adjust them to the 
balance sheet of the Lazard fund above, we get risk return profiles that look the 
same. The only real difference is the balance sheet. We think it is hard to shop in 
this space and are temporarily underweight in Europe.  
 
Equity Hedge Asia: Asia is another market with limited shorting power. However 
Asia has the advantage of being relatively inefficient and complex when all of 
Asia is considered. We do find funds with more aggressive balance sheets there 
and we find funds operating in smaller troubled companies that are less liquid. 
We are overweight in Asia.  
 
Equity Hedge Global: We have avoided the large global funds primarily 
because they can be inflexible and slow in a troubled environment. Smaller 
global funds are hard to find and have the disadvantage of slim analyst staffs. 
For now they do not meet turnover standards, are too large to be in illiquid 
opportunities, generally do not have enough leverage to offset their 
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diversification, and have a small component of complex stories. Nevertheless we 
continue to search the space for exceptions. We are underweight.  
 
Equity Market Neutral: One would think that market neutral fits exactly into our 
scheme of things. It is beta neutral, contains some leverage, often has high 
turnover, and may contain some complexity or liquidity risk. Starting with Stat 
Arb, the strategy is still an important holding but it is dependent upon tight 
execution and low cost. Statistical outliers are a problem for the strategy so we 
just think it is still a bit early to be overweight. Said another way, last year’s bomb 
of the month has not completely dissipated so we remain normal in weighting. On 
the side of market neutral that is more discretionary stock selection, we find the 
managers to be too low in leverage to meet our targets. Also, many of the funds 
have an inherent long beta bias. Overall we remain underweight.  
 
Reg D: Reg D is illiquid and complex but it does not and should not have 
leverage. It is a pure long side bet and we are still in a bear market. We have no 
holdings. 
 
Equity Non Hedge: It is a bear market. We agree with the assessment that 
shorting into the fourth year of a bear market can be a poor percentage bet. The 
flip side is that getting long for that reason only is a poor percentage bet. If you 
are inclined to bottom fish, do it in distressed companies.  
 
Small Caps: Our weighting in small caps is light. The area should fit our 
paradigm except that 90% of all small cap positions are long side positions. 
Shorting tiny companies is dangerous. So small caps do not fit our desire to be 
beta neutral. We are involved in small caps in Asia.  
 
Event: Let your profits run in the event funds that are involved in credit. Our 
weighting is heavy here and we will resist the temptation to take the quick money 
and run. This is a multi year opportunity that precisely fits our paradigm. Even 
turnover is high right now in the space.  
 
Fixed Income: Most fixed income funds do not like to admit just how much 
money they make riding the yield curve. This trade is over soon. So we have no 
pure fixed income funds. We remain cautiously involved in mortgages.  
 
Macro: The definition of macro is so wide, it is difficult to pin it down as part of a 
cycle. We can say that flexibility is key and that macro’s tend to be highly flexible 
and have the components of leverage, turnover, some illiquid assets, and some 
complexity. We are underweight at the moment with a focus on commodity 
macros.   
 
Market Timing/Systematic: Our CTA’s were hugely profitable in January and 
we have cut back our weighting. CTA’s are now on the high side of their historic 
returns. Over the long cycle, CTA’s are operating in the right space if they have 
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significant commodity exposure. However the cycle of signal generation has 
been unstable lately and only a portfolio of 6-8 different CTA’s seems to be 
stable enough to hold. We will be doing some additional research in the area to 
try to assess why their seems to be instability in the best CTA’s right now. More 
on that in coming months.  
 
Merger: Merger spreads have improved. It is tempting to enter and we are 
interviewing for investments later in the year if spreads improve more. Merger is 
a bull strategy so it is a stretch given our desire to be beta neutral. It otherwise 
fits our paradigm.  
 
Relative Value Arbitrage: We are at a slightly high weighting. Most of the big 
relative value funds have too many assets so we are focused on finding some 
smaller funds. It is a perfect fit for our four part model of investing now.  
 
Sector Equity: For a year we have talked about the sector rotators. All our 
favorite sector funds are rotating through sectors with high turnover. They are all  
involved in complex company stories, they have over 1.0 balance sheets. All 
made money last year. We look for these funds continuously.  
 
Short Selling: Short sellers only have one way to make money and it is fine as 
long as it is the right way to make money. Our beta neutral stance demands no 
short sellers. We don’t want to pay one fund to be short and another to be long 
and double up on fees. Last, we don’t believe in hedging the portfolio with a short 
seller. We are better off to reduce risk in the portfolio itself.  
 
Summary: This has been our long format year end report and analysis of the 
next year’s emphasis. We are changing our reporting format and these reports 
will now only come quarterly. The interim months will be much shorter with 
comments on only those things we are changing.  
 
Our summary theme for the year is to sit steady in the boat. After a year where it 
was necessary to change and fire managers in response to a market where 20% 
of all managers went out of business, it is now time to stabilize the portfolios and 
focus on access to our best funds. Wolf will also focus on asset growth this year 
and I personally will spend more time with clients. Thanks to all for your support.  
 
Good luck in your investing… 
Mari Kooi 
Wolf International Advisors 
January 31, 2003 
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